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Bundled structures (BS) are discrete structures obtained joining to each point of a “base” graph
of a “fiber” graph. In condensed matter physics BS are used as realistic models for the geomet
dynamics of nontranslationally invariant systems (polymers, inhomogeneous systems, etc.). We p
an analytical solution for the random walk problem on these structures, which is possible when we
the solution for base and fiber separately. We obtain an expression for the spectral dimension
BS as a function of the spectral dimensions of its components. Moreover, we discuss some appli
of these results concerning anomalous diffusion laws, proving the existence of nondisordered stru
with logarithmic and sublogarithmic diffusion laws due only to geometric features.

PACS numbers: 61.43.Hv, 05.50.+q, 47.53.+n, 72.70.+m
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Anomalous diffusion is one of the most studied a
intriguing problems in contemporary statistical physic
Its applications concern a wide class of fields rang
from condensed matter to dynamical systems. Rand
walks on discrete structures give us a powerful and sim
model to understand the microscopical origin of su
phenomenon. The deviation from usual diffusion la
is due in general to the lack of translational invarian
of transition probabilities. In fact, it has been known f
many years that on translationally invariant lattices (TI
the mean square displacement of a simple random wa
(i.e., without bias) goes as

kr2stdl , t , (1)
and the probability of returning to the starting site goes

P0std , t2dy2 (2)
for large t, whered is the Euclidean dimension, regard
less of any other geometrical detail. Translational inva
ance can be lost in essentially two different ways, i.e.,
introducing a random distribution of transition probabi
ties on a TIL and averaging over that, or by introduci
discrete structures geometrically different from any TI
without fluctuating probabilities. The first case has be
studied by many authors and presents a wide collectio
anomalous diffusion laws [1], including logarithmic be
havior [2]. The second one, which we shall deal with, h
become of primary importance since 1982, when Alex
der and Orbach [3] realized that fractal geometry dee
affects diffusion phenomena, modifying the time exp
nents in (1) and (2). To describe such modifications, th
introduced the spectral dimensiond̃ and wrote (1) and (2)
as

kr2stdl , tdf yd̃ (3)
and

P0std , t2d̃y2, (4)
wheredf is the fractal dimension. Later it became cle
that this fractal dynamicsis a much more general be
havior, common not only to fractals, but also to oth
geometrical structures differing from TIL without bein
0031-9007y96y76(16)y2914(4)$10.00
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self-similar (e.g., comblattices [4], branched structur
[5], etc.). Spectral dimension can be experimentally d
termined by measurements involving diffusion process
(e.g., time-resolved spectroscopy of nearest-neighbors
ergy transfer) but, in general, is quite difficult to obtai
the theoretical prediction of such measures by analy
cal means. In fact, the only available general techniqu
i.e., the renormalization group approach, gives exact
sults only for a very small family of deterministic fractals
called exactly decimable fractals [5]. In particular, suc
a technique does not apply to structures with fractal d
namics and without self-similarity: in this case sometim
one can still obtain exact results, but always applying ve
particular tricks [4,6,7]. In this Letter we shall deal with
a wide class of discrete structures (bundled structure
not necessarily fractals, different from TIL, of great in
terest from an experimental as well as a theoretical po
of view. Bundled structures (BS) can be obtained joi
ing to each point of abasestructure, a copy of afiber
structure. Comb polymers [8] [Fig. 1(a)], brush polyme

FIG. 1. (a) Comb polymer, (b) brush polymer, (c) keba
lattice, (d) Sierpinski-gasket kebab, and (e) BS with aT fractal
asB and 2-NTD asF .
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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[Fig. 1(b)], and many kinds of branched aggregates are
examples of BS, as well as their theoretical models s
ied in [4,6,7]. By rigorous combinatorial methods, we
late the main random walk quantities for a generic BS
the corresponding ones for its base and its fiber. Thes
lations allow us to obtain the exact spectral dimension
diffusion exponent for the BS simply knowing the sam
parameters for the base and the fiber, without any spe
calculation. Moreover, we shall show that (3) and (4)
not the most general laws one can obtain for BS, bu
many cases we have some important logarithmic cor
tions or even logarithmic laws, never obtained up to n
without introducing bias or averaging on disorder.

Let us begin with some definitions. Given two grap
B and F , not necessarily different, and a siteF of F ,
we call bundled graph withbaseB andfiber F the graph
sB , F , Fd, built by joining to each site ofB a copy ofF in
such a way thatF is the only siteB andF have in common
(Fig. 2). Simple examples of bundled graphs are sho
in Fig. 1. It is an easy exercise to show that the intrin
fractal dimension (or connectivity dimension) ofsB , F , Fd
is given by dsB ,F ,Fd  dB 1 dF ; i.e., it is simply the
sum of the base and fiber intrinsic fractal dimensio
Moreover, it can be shown that it always exists a natu
embedding in an Euclidean space of suitable dimens
such that these connectivity dimensions coincide with
corresponding fractal ones. In the following we sh
drop the subscriptsB , F , Fd for quantities referring to the
whole BS where no confusion is possible.

Now let us introduce discrete time random walks on
bundled graph defining the jumping probabilitiespij 
1yzi if i andj are nearest neighbors andpij  0 otherwise
[zi is the coordination number of sitei in sB , F , Fd].
In the following we describe the main steps of t
derivation of our results together with some applicatio
more details and examples will be given in a forthcom
paper [9]. We shall first calculate the probabilityP0std.

FIG. 2. Building of a bundled structure.
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Although the explicit functional form of such a quanti
depends in general on the chosen starting site, it
been shown [6] that its asymptotic behavior and
spectral dimension in particular are independent of t
choice. This is why, for simplicity’s sake, we shall de
with walkers starting from a point belonging to the ba
Moreover, for the first time we shall restrict ourselves
base graphs with constant coordination numberzB . This
constraint will then be easily removed. If a walker retur
to 0 in t steps, in generaltB among them have bee
spent on the base andtF  t 2 tB on the fibers. Let
us divide the latter into groups of successive steps o
fiber, separated by a step on the base. In such a way
obtain tB 1 1 groups oft1, . . . , ttB 11 steps, respectively
with ti $ 0 and

P
i ti  tF . Each group corresponds t

a walk on the fiber starting and returning inF, with a
decay probability inF equal tozB yszB 1 zFd, zF being
the coordination number ofF on the fiber, due to the
possibility of escaping along the base. This allows us
write

P0std 
X̀

tB 0

X̀
t10

. . .
X̀

tB 110

PB stB d
µ

zB

zB 1 zF

∂tB

3 P0
F st1d · · · P0

F sttB 11ddt,tB1
P

i
ti

, (5)

wherePB std is the probability of returning to the origin
on the base graph andP0

F std is the probability of returning
to the starting point on the fiber with the given dec
probability inF.

Introducing the generating functions P̃sld ;P`
t0 ltPstd, we obtain

P̃0sld  P̃0
F sldP̃B

µ
lzB

zB 1 zF
P̃0

F sld
∂

. (6)

Notice that the constant coordination number requirem
was introduced in order to have a probability of escap
on the fiber independent of the base point. The sa
condition can be reached even if the base points h
a different coordination numberzi , simply by adding a
staying probability on the site equal toszB 2 zidyzB ,
where zB is the largest value ofzi . Now it can be
shown that on a generic graph the addition of a stay
probability bounded from above does not affect t
asymptotic behavior of Green functions at large times,
that the following results still hold for general base grap
(the only condition being the boundedness ofzi).

In order to calculate the spectral dimension of t
bundled graphd̃, notice that (4) implies the following
behavior for the singular part of̃P0sld:

S fP̃0sldg ,

(
s1 2 ldd̃y221 for d̃ fi 2n ,
s1 2 ldd̃y221lns1 2 ld otherwise,

(7)

for l ! 12, wheren is any natural number.
2915
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By an asymptotic development of (6) and the introd
tion of (7) we obtain the following expression ford̃:

d̃ 

8><>:
d̃F if d̃F $ 2 ,
4 2 d̃F if d̃F # 2 andd̃B $ 4 ,

d̃F 1 d̃B 2
d̃F d̃B

2 if d̃F # 2 andd̃B # 4 ,
(8)

whered̃F andd̃B are the spectral dimensions of the fib
and of the base, respectively. It is remarkable that
result is independent of the pointF where the fibers are
joined to the base.

Notice that in (8) the cases̃dF  2 and d̃B  4 play
a particular role. These are indeed critical dimensio
ly
e

.

n
io
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involving logarithmic corrections. In order to deal wit
them we now introduce a more general expression
P0std allowing logarithmic corrections to the main powe
law as well as a compact notation to deal with them.

Let us define the logarithmic dimensionsbsid by

P0std ,
Ỳ
i0

i lnbsidstd (9)

for t ! `, where i lnx ; lni21lnx, with 0lnx ; x and
bs0d  2d̃y2.

According to such notation, by similar techniques a
standard Tauberian theorems, it is possible to obtain
following complete composition formulas:
bsid 

8>>>><>>>>:
21 for 0 , i , m ,

s1 2
d̃B

2 d fbF smF d 1 Is d̃F

2 dg 2 Is d̃F

2 d for i  m  mF ,

s1 2
d̃B

2 dbF sid 1 usi 2 mF 2 mB dbB si 2 mF d
1di2mF ,mB

Is d̃
2 d 2 di,mIs d̃

2 d otherwise,

(10)
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holding for d̃B , 4, d̃F , 2, where m  min fi $

0, jbsid fi 21g, m  mF 1 dd̃B ,2mB , and Isxd  1 for
integer x and 0 otherwise. For̃dF . 2, bsid  bF sid
for each i. For d̃F , 2 and d̃B . 4 the expres-
sion of P0std for the bundled structure can be easi
obtained from the expression of the correspond
quantity of the fiber alone by replacing eachbF sid
with bsid ; 2bF sid 2 2di,mF

Isd̃F y2d for i $ mF

while bsid  bF sid for 0 , i , mF . Finally the case
d̃F , 2 andd̃B  4 is the same as the cased̃F , 2 and
d̃B . 4 if mB , 21 and the same as the cased̃F , 2
and d̃B , 4 if mB . 21. The cased̃F  2 must be
treated as the casẽdF , 2 if the fiber is a recursive
lattice, and as the cased̃F . 2 when the fiber is transient

Following similar steps we can obtain the expression
the diffusion law on BS of the projectionx on the base
of the position of the random walker at timet, x being
the chemical distance of the projection from the starti
point. Once we know that on the base alone the diffus
law has the expression

kx2lB std ,
Ỳ
i0

i lngB sidstd , (11)

we can prove that on BS with̃dF # 2 we have the
expression (11) with exponents given by

gsid 

8>>><>>>:
gB s0d s1 2

d̃F

2 d for i  0 ,
0 for 0 , i , mF ,

gB s0d fbF sid 1 Is d̃F

2 dg for i  mF . 0 ,
gB s0dbF sid 1 gB si 2 mF d for i . mF ,

(12)
t

f

n

while for d̃F . 2 the expression ofkx2l tends to a
constant independent oft which means localization.

Now let us see how the recipes previously obtain
work treating in detail a few cases. Let us first consid
a BS whereB and F are both linear chains; it is eas
to realize that we have built a two-dimensional com
lattice. To find out that the spectral dimension of th
comb is d̃  3y2 it is sufficient to put d̃F  d̃B  1
in (8); then we easily obtain thatkx2l std , t1y2 since
gB s0d  1; following similar steps we can recover, in
a much simpler way, all the results that we found aft
direct calculation in a previous work [10]. If we use
2D hypercubical lattice for the base and a linear chain
the fiber, we obtain a “brush lattice” whereP0std , t21

andkx2l std , t1y2. A curious result is represented by th
class of lattices with̃dB $ 4 andd̃F  2; in this case we
have BS which result to be transient lattices [i.e.,P̃0sld
is finite for l ! 12] while their spectral dimension is
d̃  2, a value usually considered typically of recursiv
lattices [P̃0sld infinite in the considered limit].

To find logarithmic corrections we can, for exampl
build up a BS with a linear chain asB and a 2D
TIL as F ; in a previous paper [7] we studied in deta
these structures, we called “kebab lattices,” and found
thatP0std , t21ln21y2std andkx2l std , lnstd. Now these
results come straightforward as a result of (12). Th
example suggests that we can find, by a suitable cho
of B and F , BS with logarithmic corrections at every
order. If bothB and F are 2D TIL, we haveP0std ,
t21ln21std; these lattices used as fibers for another 2D T
give P0std , t21ln21std and, iterating this proceduren
times, we getP0std ,

Qn
i0

i ln21std. On these structures
we havekx2l std , nlnstd.
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Notice that, even if the structures considered in all t
previous examples cannot be embedded in 3D spac
we use the fractal trees called NTD with integerd̃ [11]
instead of d-dimensional TIL, we obtain BS with the
same asymptotic laws, which are not only embeddab
but even realistic models for a wide class of branch
polymers. So we can predict the existence of real syste
showing sublogarithmic diffusion. Not only polymers ca
be described by BS but this is also the case of disorde
solid materials showing anisotropic transport such as so
cuprates [12]. Using our results we can obtain BS w
different diffusion laws along the base and fiber directio
This is the case, e.g., of kebab lattices [7] where
have kx2l , lnt along the axis andkx2l , t along the
orthogonal directions, so that it behaves as an insulatin
a conducting system depending on the particular direct

But maybe the most interesting feature of all these
sults is that, since they relate the properties of a wh
structure to those of its components, we cannot only p
dict the behavior of existing systems by decomposing th
in simpler parts, but also we can project complex syste
with required diffusion properties by composing simpl
existing structures. This aspect of “diffusion engineerin
could be easily exploited by chemists and material sci
e
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tists building up polymers and noncrystalline solids wi
predefined anomalous diffusion and transport properti
simply by joining more common existing “bricks.”
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